August
T27 Intro and Syllabus
R29 Intro to acting exercises

September
T3 Movement
R5 Movement
T10 In Class rehearsal of Rock Star
R12 Rock Star
T17 Voice
R19 Voice
T24 Staging/ Characterization/
Rehearsal Techniques
R26 rehearsal Scene 1

October
T1 rehearsal Scene 1
R3 rehearsal Scene 1
T8 rehearsal Scene 1
R10 dry run Scene 1
T15 Performance Scene 1
R17 rehearse monologues
T22 rehearse monologues
R24 rehearse monologues
T29 dry run monologues
R31 perform monologues

November
T5 rehearse scene 2
R7 rehearse scene 2
T12 rehearse scene 2
R14 rehearse scene 2
T19 dry run scene 2
R21 Perform scene 2
M-F 25-29 Thanksgiving Break

December
T3 rehearse final scene
R5 rehearse final scene
T10 rehearse final scene
R12 dry run final scene

Final Exam:
Section C (TR class) Monday
December 16 at 9:45AM